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By: LB
52 wrestlers walk into a bar. Jake “The Snake” Roberts has been there for hours.
"You don't want to play cards with me because I'll cheat. Okay? I cheat. You
wanna play 21? I've got 22. You want to play blackjack? I've got two of those too!
[...] The only thing you should gamble is this- listen to me. When you walk into a
casino... and you want to gamble, the main thing is you should realize this; to
gamble, you must accept losing."

Mega Viking
email: erikviking@live.com
Instagram: erikmegaviking
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/pub/erik-viking/58/296/249
Movie Not Starred In but Should Have: Erik the Viking

This Officially Licensed Product of the World Wrestling Federation card set was
released by TitanSports Inc. in 1991. Despite being exponentially more popular
than The Warlord, Jake Roberts was not included in this set. The exact cause of his
exclusion remains a mystery, lost in the annals of time and playing cards.
$20. Box slightly damaged. Joker got too wild; missing.

Bullseye
By: EV
A sticker to the head like the sign of the beast; dead, bloodless, expired!
The anterior theme of a chilled spine is now frozen solid. Fearless now! Oh, the
tautness is unimaginable! No guile; it's conscious and authentic extinction.
A bullseye to the temple, what's more primitive, what's more barbarous? What
have I done to you DDP? My numb heart, my icy fingers.
It's a dazzling, radiant world up there; harmonizing with it you don't. Sing me your
grotesque melodies; harmonizing, unswervingly from your contaminated soul.
The crows caw is unbearable in these depths Mr. Page; egregious but unique.
Stretch, keep stretching. Smile and pass-out beautiful, delicate flowers. Ecstatic
and chipper, like a home run trot around the bases.
The sticker is on your head, dead, like you and me. Welcome home.

The Broken Life
By: MV
It's gone. It really is this time, though. I've done these events before, but this is the
first time that I legitimately want to sell every piece of my merchandise for below
market value. I love pro wrestling and I don't! Certain sales will bring me a sense
of joyful, giddy happiness and certain others I will beg for the purchaser to stop
their heinous purchasing crimes to myself that he's trying to complete and give me
back my beloved wrestling items!
It's all gone for a reason. No money, no pride, and no real opportunity to thrive.
Boy have things changed! We used to work hard and play harder, right?!? Now, it's
like we work hard, only play for a little while- and just until we're called-back to
real-life work.
This is an empty professional wrestling trophy case. I'm selling literally everything.
In years past, I've held back at least 30% of my beloved wrestling collection, but
now, its all here; it's all available. My love and my only true passion in life has
finally come to an end.

Taking it Home
by: LB
Objects have stories. They’ve lived along with people and I used to think they
absorbed some of that life energy (which accounts for my hoarding tendencies).
Sometimes I toyed around with the idea that a fingerprint I left on an action figure
when I was 9 would someday be discovered by aliens, scanned into some DNA
machine, and I would be recreated. While I’ve moved on from such ideas of
resurrection (but not aliens), I get a big thrill out of going to thrift shops and
rooting through people’s used goods; goods that once had meaning and purpose.
Over the course of time, both of these attributes fade, along with their market value
(much like us, the cynic would offer). The sad truth is that there’s not a place for
everything in the world at the rate we’re creating and consuming Things. Some of
this stuff is bound to wind up in landfills, and I cringe at the thought of my one-day
progeny having to sort through my ECW photographs. It needs to go.

After a quarter lifetime spent obsessing over pro wrestling- countless dollars,
hours, and energy spent- it’s time for me to let go of most of these objects in hope
that they may find a good home with someone who really appreciates them.
They’ve been locked away for too long and this is their chance to live again. In a
way, it’s the kindest thing that I can do for these non-sentient objects that until
now, only I have truly cared about.

“The value is to the collector.”
- Warren Zevon

Kanyon was a closeted gay man in a deeply homophobic environment. One 2003 angle
(again, biz talk. An angle is a story that ideally advances a feud between wrestlers toward
its conclusion.) that ran on TV well before he came out saw him dressing up as Boy
George and singing “Do You Really Want to Hurt Me?” to longtime fan favorite, the
biker-from-hell, The Undertaker. Up to this point, Kanyon had not been involved in this
feud between The Undertaker and The Big Show (this was the first time he had been on
TV in months and the last time he’d be on TV for two months), nor would he be involved
after was beaten up and laid out in the ring by The Undertaker as the fans wildly cheered
on this hate crime. Wrestling is fake, but I can’t get my mind off of how insidious this
was. Likely, there were locker room rumors about Kanyon’s sexuality and some might
have even known that he was gay, especially the people who wrote that angle. A snapshot
of the intolerance that kept Kanyon isolated. He was trying to do the thing he loved at the
risk of not loving himself.
This figure is the loneliest item in my collection. Kanyon cut his teeth in WCW, which
was briefly the number 1 wrestling promotion in the 90s. By 2000, the WWF had
surpassed WCW in ratings and cultural import, and by 2001, WWF bought WCW. He
debuted in the WWF in the summer of 2001, was used sparingly through the end of 2003,
and was then released from his contract in 2004. The WWF never put out a Chris Kanyon
figure. After WCW was sold, Toy Biz still had the license for a time and decided to
capitalize off of wrestlers that had signed with the WWF. They released a final series that
acted as a “Best Of” from the line and consisted of reprints of wrestlers now being seen
by millions of more eyes (as well as hot-sellers like Sting and Hulk Hogan). The blister
packs and the cards had shrunk for this release and the accessories that originally came
with the figures had been stripped. This figures represented the figures in their most
reduced form.
This final series was very hard to find. I’m unsure of the numbers, but it couldn’t have
been a big run (I should know; I spent most of 2000 and 2001 scouring KB Toy outlets
up and down the east coast). Unfortunately, in 2015, these figures- MOC (mint on carddifferent biz jargon)- don’t sell for more than $10 on eBay despite their extreme rarity.
It’s either that everyone who wants them already has them, or, more likely, no one cares.
This figure has spent years on a shelf at my parents’ house, unloved. These objects that
represented towering figures in the lives of millions mean nothing now. There’s no
market for an unloved doll.
$10. MOC. Needs a welcome home.

wrestling companies are barely making a profit, if at all. It's not cool anymore! It
used to be cool, I think?! It used to make a lot of money in the Stone Cold Steve
Austin and Rock eras, right? It used to be important in our lives, right? I'm jumping
off board today and so is the rest of America. We like wrestling because it reminds
us of our childhood, but when the industry eats you alive and spits you out like a
sunflower shell in a baseball dugout, you've got to move-on to greener pastures.
Let's relax, cozy-up in the sun listening to California Girls by the Beach Boys.
Let's expand our minds by listening Progressive Rock legends ELP's Tarkus
album. Let's hold-off on the pro wrestling audio and visuals and realize that we, as
humans, need to progress logically, and professional wrestling simply cannot
provide such advancement.
Red & Yellow, Red & Yellow
By: LB

______

Red and yellow screaming through the galaxy, ripping hard and hardly Ripping.
Blue and white trails that had power over Zeus
You told me to eat my vitamins and say my prayers when the only god I believed in was
you.
It was your tan, your traps, your male pattern horseshoe
All of you in my little fingers, tied up and dropped down
Spin and spin some more
Walk the dog, it’s 1984.
Mania reigns o’er New York.
Xenophobic, Judeo-Christian might trumps Gulf War Goof
That’s where the power lies.
Cat’s cradle, it’s 1992.
I see you for the first time while my parents are away
I hear Rick Derringer shredding through the tinny Zenith and into infinity
I feel Red and Yellow static shooting through the TV, engulfing me.

The Loneliest Item
A Somber Toy Overview by LB
For the few years that I watched him, Christopher Klucsarits, better known to millions as
“Chris Kanyon,” was one of my favorite wrestlers. I loved his innovative moveset,
indomitable New Yawk attitude, and willingness to “show his ass” (biz term for making
yourself look vulnerable as a character and allowing moments for humor and humanity).
Deeply sadly, Kanyon took his life in 2010, shortly after his 40th birthday. He had been
suffering from bipolar disorder.

Eiffel Tower, it’s 2002.
Parisian surrender;
You’ve occupied my imagination too long.
Boxed up and tucked away,
I feed your greedy beast no more.
2015, pull it up.
Put it out.
Put it down.
$10. Near Mint Condition. Immortality, time travel not included.

A Change in Importance
By: EV

Multiple Personalities: A Personal Statement
By: MV
Y'know what? I reserve the right to have at least 2 personalities as well, Hulk. You
did! Take your vitamins and say your prayers, red and yellow, and a big thumbs
up. Then, in an instant like a sudden wave of bipolar disorder, you're black, mean,
lightning bolts galore, and growling- constant growling.
I was excited, jubilant, and a frequent, high spender of your products. Now it's my
turn. I'm not mad and I'm not bitter, I'm simply taking a stand, changing, and
taking my hard-earned money back! Is that okay with you, Hulkster? Things
change and people change. You taught me just this. You were good and then evil,
and I used to be broke and today, hopefully, I will be richer than I was yesterday at
mostly your expense. Before, I felt undeserving and today I feel deserving. It's
okay, Hulk.
Someday I may go back to my original, overjoyed and exuberant self, just like you
did in 2002, but until then, I'm staying right here, on the dark side.

Do you see this? Do you understand this? I've been wrestling (no pun intended)
with these two genres of entertainment for as long as I can remember. Do I like
professional wrestling a lot? Yeah! Do I like music a lot? Yeah! Which genre do I
like more? Which genre earns the right to be my highest priority? Which genre
should I focus on more? Which genre should I dedicate more of my time to? It's a
madness that I've been squinting my eyes at and crushing my skull with my own
two hands with for many, many years.
It's time. It's finally that time to realize what takes more precedence. You've got
three albums: ELP on the left, wrestling in the middle, and the Beach Boys on the
right. Wow! I like all of them! But pro wrestling always seemed to garner a higher
value in my heart throughout the years. That's why it's centered in the middle of the
three. Things have changed, the tides have turned, the routine, easy basketball layup has just been blocked! Have I now grown-out of this life-long, immature phase?
Or have I simply evolved into respecting a more sophisticated genre of
entertainment while purposely alienating the latter? Hm!
My precious WWF vinyl record is now to be sold for a dirty, cocaine-dusted
American dollar. I never would have thought. How low can this be? This was a
Christmas gift to me a long, long time ago from family members, and it has mean't
the world to me ever since I got it! But in this economy, you've got to move along
with the times. Music is thriving and pro wrestling is not! As much as I hate to say
it, WWE, TNA, ROH, CZW, Paragon, Chikara, and many other savvy pro

